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Discover Ways to Become a Self-Made YouTube Millionaire. Plan. Create. Upload. Earn. It is
known to all that the YouTube industry has become so popular, it is widely used by normal people
just like you and me. Ever heard of Michelle Phan? Well, if you haven't yet, she's one of the
youngest millionaires who started her empire by kicking it off using her own YouTube channel! What
happened next was a series of endless favorable outcomes that followed one after the other. Way
back, YouTube wasn't really that popular in terms of its capacity to increase cash flow. However,
over the years, its additional advantage slowly came out of hiding, and the majority is now utilizing it.
In this book, you'll learn the many advantages of using this social media platform. It will show you
how it can be your source of income and teach you how you can convert your passion and ideas
into cash! Do you want to know what you can get from this book? Well, sure you do! Here are seven
topics that are discussed: All about YouTube Earning money from YouTube Benefits of using
YouTube for business Maximizing profits Marketing Ads for monetizing on YouTube Tips for using
YouTube for business Now is the time to get out of the dark and see the light!
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I have been using youtube for half of my life but never once thought about making money out of it. It
has been solely for research and entertainment. This book changed my mind. It is no short book for
me, I have to admit. However, to fully deliver such great amount of complete detailed instructions
one might need, this is definitely worth your time and consideration. I highly appreciate all the

specific information on how people make money with this amazing site. Advertising and marketing,
either your own products or others', this is the summary on where the money comes from. This book
provides all one needs to know on HOW to do so. Everything about copyrights, rules, competitions
is included. I had never heard about Adsense and Adwords before reading this book. You can also
find tons of useful advices in Q&A chapter or the one about things to avoid. The knowledge this
book offers itself is amazing, to be honest.

I'm about to get my own youtube channel, we must take into account all the factors that comprise
this market, competition, advertising and subscribers. I always liked how this channel, the digital era
came to change the world, and I'm learning to be part of it. This book change my way of thinking,
gave me many ideas and now I have strategies to begin to understand this market.i love this Guide
To Build A Channel, Audience And To Start Making Passive Income.

I have never really looked at YouTube as a platform for generating revenue. It was for entertainment
and social media buzz; this book changed all that! I did not know it was owned by Google, nor that
longer length videos are an earned privilege. Okâ€¦ so the history of the company was impressive
enough for me to continue reading about just how I might be able to generate revenue thereâ€¦The
writer offered the benefits, how to strategically research competitive data, was precise in the topic of
copyrights, wise in the types of content to use and how to match that to an appropriate niche. Some
of the basic marketing information was not new to me, but other readers might find it new and
essential; I was not previously aware of the ability to add meta tags to the work posted there!My
barometer on reading books like this is whether I come away with at least one gem; that I did! There
were a few minor formatting issues in the book, the grammar was good, and the tone of writing inviting and engaging. Putting the preview of the next book, â€œHackingâ€• was genius - I know
there is a next read, and it has nothing to do with sliding over to the criminal side of life!

YouTube website is a popular social media platform for sharing videos. The site is the most visited
video site in the world, and has garnered popularity owing to its ease of access and use. Everything
from funny videos to horror, to music videos, the site is full of videos that are uploaded from around
the world and also has videos possibly every language.The tutorials in this book are carefully
composed, you can without much of a stretch comprehend the message that Andrew was
attempting to go over. There are some truly awesome tips in this book. There is even an area that
discussion about what to do when you fall flat. I profoundly welcome all the particular data on how

individuals profit with this astounding site.The learning of this book offers itself is stunning and all
that much valuable. I might want to prescribe this book to all intrigued by YouTube.

The tutorials in this book are meticulously written, you can easily understand the message that
Andrew was trying to pass across.ï»¿There are some really great tips in this book. ï»¿The writer
offered the benefits, how to strategically research competitive data, was precise in the topic of
copyrights, wise in the types of content to use and how to match that to an appropriate niche. Really
good book !

I finally have the opportunity to learn these stuff. I have never really taken time out to learn how to
create channels on Youtube. Some people tend to make it look somewhat difficult. This book made
it look so easy.My channel will probably becoming on live very soon. It will be cool making money
from it. I had the idea, but I ever really know you could even make money from it. The tutorials in
this book are meticulously written, you can easily understand the message that Andrew was trying
to pass across.Just when I thought I had gotten past the best part, then came Ad word and Ad
sense. I have been looking for the opportunity to learn some things about those. There are some
really great tips in this book. There is even a section that talks about what to do when you fail. This
is a good guide.

YouTube can be used as a type of search of search engine when you want something to know such
as business ideas, parts of the human body, science and technology. This book will teach you how
to start and the strategies that are needed to gain acceptable audience. If you are successful
enough in growing the number of subscribers you have, there are a few tips to maintain these
subscribers so that when each of your videos are posted, the number of views are still high.
Particularly good if your new to YouTube and don't want to be bogged down by overly complex
jargon, but still want the information. I already feel like a pro handling YouTube after reading this
amazing book. Its such a life saver, I know so many new tricks and ways around YouTube.
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